Then Barack Obama appeared on the scene with his (commie) Saul Alinsky hymn book, and a snake oil song-and-dance agenda of stupendous proportions.

We would be loved by the entire world. Great harmony would exist amongst our fellow citizens. Even the oceans would recede beneath his magic touch. It was all an Islamo-Marxist wagonload of stinky pig manure!

The debt is now 19 trillion dollars. It will be 20 trillion by the time Obama leaves office. His foreign policy has made us the laughing stock of the world.

There are untold dead across the Middle East and Africa. Black has been turned against White in the land of the free and home of the brave. Unemployment is in double digits, probably 20% or more. And Obama Care is a national disaster. Meanwhile, Obama and his DNC continue to overload the system with more and more Muslims, some of whom intend to kill us.

Why? Because the Democrats must have a permanent underclass in order to exist. That is why they drive more and more people into welfare, while bringing in still more illegal illiterates to fatten their base.

It’s criminal but it works, and the RNC is too faint of heart to stop the insanity. Why? Because the bought-and-paid-for Liberal Media will call them names … Oh Boo Hoo Hoo!!!

In 1960 social programs accounted for 21% of total federal spending. By 2014 it was 61% and growing.

Mitch McConnell is a RINO coward. So was John Boehner until we chased him away. Carl Rove is so out of step he needs therapy. Then you have McCain and Graham and the usual country club elites prancing about telling anyone who will listen, Donald Trump will destroy America.
Actually it’s a little late for that. The DNC and the RNC have almost accomplished that evil. The Donald, in my humble opinion, is our last hope.

But these political villains will not depart without a fight. They will try and kill Donald Trump.